then G is discrete. If G is discrete then A P(G ) = W(G ) = UCB(G ).
We prove in the end the following theorem (see definitions in the next section) which is analogous but not equivalent to Theorem 12.
Theorem 14. Let G be any amenable locally compact group and a E ¡^(G), a > 0,fadx = 1. Let a± = {f E L°(G);(f,Lx(G) * a) = 0).IfUCBr(G) C norm c\{W(G) + a1 + X] for some norm separable X C L°°(C) then G is compact.
Notations, definitions and some remarks. We describe at first the essentials of the construction of the Fourier algebra A(G) and its conjugate Banach space VN(G) (which reduces to L°° (G ) in case G is abelian) for any locally compact group G. This construction is due to P. Eymard [6] and is given here in concise form.
Let G by any locally compact group with unit e and with left Haar measure dx.
If/» > 1 let U/H, = iS\fix)\pdx)x'Pjix) =nx^),r(x)=f(x-x) forxE G, and Il/lia, = ess sup|/(jc)|. Let p denote the left regular representation of LX (G) on L2(G), i.e. (pf)(g) = /* g for g E L2(G) (as in [8, p. 293, (20.14) ]) and let ||/||p denote the operator norm of pf: L2(G) -* L2(G). Then ||/||p is a C* norm on the convolution algebra LX(G). Let A(G) = [g * h;g,h E L2(G)) with the norm IML = sup{\f u(x)f(x)dx\;f E Lx(G);\\fl < lj.
Then (A(G), \\ \\A) under pointwise multiplication is a commutative Banach algebra whose maximal ideal space is G. This is one of the important achievements of Eymard in [6] (see (2.6) , Io, p. 192; p. 218; p. 222, Theorem 3.34).
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In all that follows we will write ||m|| instead of \\u\\A for u E A(G). For abelian G, A(G) is none other than the algebra [Ff;f E Ll(G)}, where F denotes Fourier transform, with norm ||F/|| = ||/||], i.e. the usual Fourier algebra of G.
We describe now VN(G), (denoted J^(G) for compact G in [5] ). The W*-algebra of all bounded linear operators T: L2(G) -* L2(G) which commute with convolution from the right by continuous functions with compact support, equipped with the usual operator norm on L2(G), is denoted by VN(G) [6, p. 210] .
VN(G) is identified with the conjugate of the Banach space A(G) by: T E VN(G) is identified with the linear functional <pT on A(G) given by: If f,gEL2(G) then: <pr[(/* g)] = </>r(g */v) = (Tf,g) (inner product in L2(G)). Then ||<pT|| = ||7l| (operator norm) and A(G)* = {<t>T;T E VN(G)) (see [6, p. 210] ). (If A' is a normed space X* will always denote its conjugate.) The space A(G) is in fact the predual of the W*-algebra VN(G) [6, p. 212 ]. We will identify <pr with T E VN(G ) and write T(ü) or Tu instead of <¡>r(") (we never use the notation Tu as in [6, p. 213 
]).
We note now the module action of A(G) on VN(G) given by: For u E A(G), If G is compact, not necessarily abelian, then A(G) has an identity (1 E L2(G) and 1*1 = 1); hence A(G) ■ VN(G) = VN(G) as it should be since ô is discrete (see [5] ).
<f> E VN(G), (u • T)(v) = T(uv) for all v E A(G)
If G is any amenable locally compact group (as in [12, p. 29 ]) then we prove that A(G) • VN(G) is necessarily norm closed. We do not have an example of a group, for which this is not the case.
Let P(G) denote all positive definite continuous functions on G and PX(G) = P(G) n [u E A(G);u(e) = 1}. We make extensive use of the set PX(G). We follow the notations of [6] unless specified otherwise. G is said to be an amenable locally compact group if there is some i// £ L<°(G)* such that i¡> > 0, xßl) = 1 and >K<Í> */) = ¥<î) for all/ e L°°(G) and all <b E LxiG) with <b > 0, f <t>dx = 1. Denote by TLIM (G) the set of all such \}/ E LxiG)*. Any compact G or any locally compact abelian G is amenable (see [12] for these and more).
Denote by UCBr(G), W(G) the right uniformly continuous, weakly almost periodic continuous, bounded complex valued functions on G, respectively, with sup norm. (Thus/ E UCBr(G) iff for any e > 0 there is some neighborhood V of the unit e such that \f(vx) -f(x)\ < e for each v E V and x E G.) Proposition 1. Let G be an amenable locally compact group. Then W(G) 
Proposition 2. Let G be a discrete group. Then UCB(G ) C A P(G ) C W(G ). If G is amenable and discrete then UCB(G) = AP(G) = W(G).
Proof. For a E G let 1" be the function whose value is one on a and zero otherwise. By Eymard [6, (3.2) , p. 208], \a E A(G).
We prove at first that for any <p E VN(G), la • tp 6 AP(G). Let /, g E A(G) and define lx: A(G) -» A(G) by (¡xu)(y) = u(xy) and by / E VN(G ) the identity operator. When / is regarded as a linear functional on A(G) [6, (3.10) Corollary 4. PX(G) = P(G) n {u E A(G);u(e) = 1} is w* dense in the set of all states on VN(G).
Proof. The set Px (G ) coincides with the set of ultraweakly (i.e. normal) states on VN(G) (see Eymard [6, p. 212 in the proof of (3.15) and (2.6), 2°, p. 193]).
Definition. Let S = {0 < yp E VN(G)* ; <K/) = 0 be the set of states on the W*-algebra VN(G). Proposition 6. Let G be a separable metric locally compact group. Then A(G) is norm separable.
Definition. For u E A(G) let u^ = [<b E VN(G);<f>(vu) = 0 for all v G A(G)}.
Theorem 7. Let G be a separable metric locally compact group. If, for some u E PX(G) and some norm separable subspace X C VN(G ),
UCB(G) C 7I07-77I c\[W(G) + X + w1]
then G is discrete.
Remark. W(G) can be replaced by any submodule Y C VN (G ) which admits a unique TIM.
Proof. Let {u"} be a norm dense sequence in PX(G). If yp E VN(G)* satisfies TUnyp = yp for all n then %yp = yp for all v E PX(G), as readily seen.
Denote now K = {vu;v E PX(G)} C PX(G) [6, p. 197 ] and identify PX(G) with its image in VN(G)*. If <p E ux then <p(ivi<) = 0 for all v E PX(G). Therefore, for all yp E w* cl K, yp(<b) = 0 for all <p E u-1.
Choose and fix now some \p0 E {w* cl K} n TIM (G ) Apply now our Corollary (1.3) on p. 21 of [7] . It follows that i//0 G A D w* seq. cl A, i.e. that for some sequence vn E K C PX(G) and all <i> G VN(G), 4>(vn) ~* *Poi<P)-Thus v" is weak Cauchy sequence in A(G). By a theorem of Sakai [14] (see also [1] ) the predual of a lf*-algebra is weakly sequentially complete.
There is hence some v0 G A(G) such that <p(t>0) = tfoOp) for all <p G VN(G). Since tfo G TIM (G) it follows that for all v G PX(G) and <p G VN(G); <p(w0) = <p(i>o). Thus Hence, in order to prove that B0 • //(<j>) is relatively weakly compact it is enough (since H is norm, hence w-w continuous) to prove that BK • <b is relatively weakly compact in VN(G). But more than this statement is true. Since <p e W(G ) even B • <f> relatively weakly compact, by the definition of W(G), and BK C B.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proposition 9. Let G be a compactly generated group [8, p. 35] . If for some norm separable subspace X C VN(G) and some u E PX(G), UCB(G) C normc\[W(G) + X + ux ], then G is discrete.
Proof. t< is continuous and tends to 0 at oo [6, p. 210] , hence is uniformly continuous. Let V" be neighborhoods of e with compact closure, such that \u(xy) -h(x)| < 1/ti for all y G V", x E G and in addition X(Vn) -» 0 where X is left Haar measure. Such Vn exist, if G is not discrete. Let K C Of V" be a compact normal subgroup of G such that G0 = G/K is separable metric [8, p. 75] . Clearly u E A(G) is constant on cosets of G mod K, thus u E AK and hence there is some t»0 G A(G0) such that 7im0 = u (in the notation of Proposition 8). Let {<¡>k} be norm dense in X and let X0 be the linear span of {H<j>k ; k > 1) in VN(G0). We claim that Now Hwk E W(G0) (Proposition 8) and H<b"k E X0. We show that Hr¡k E u£ ; then (*) will follow. In fact let n G kx and v0 E PX(GQ). Then (//t))(i/0i<0) = r¡(hvQhuQ) = rj((hv0)u) = 0 since 7»f0 E A(G) and ij G t»1. Apply now Theorem 7 to the separable metric group G0. Then G0 = G/K is discrete; thus K is open in G. But X(K) = 0 since K C OK, which cannot be. Thus G is discrete.
Remarks Proof. Our assumption implies that any real valued/ G UCBr(G) is a uniform limit of functions w + g + x where w, g and x are real parts of functions in W(G), ax, X. We can and hence shall assume that LX(G), UCBr(G), W(G) denote the respective real valued function spaces while a, X denote the space of real parts of functions in the above ax and X, respectively.
Assume at first that G is a-compact and let {/} be norm dense in X. Let [7, p. 53 ]. Then G is compact. Assume now that G is not a-compact. Let H be a noncompact, a-compact open subgroup of G containing the support of a. Then // is amenable (see [12] ). We can and shall assume that the Haar measure on G is an extension of that on H.
UfEax then the restriction /1 H of / to H, satisfies /1 H E {g G L°°(H); 
